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1 Introduction 

When managing COVID vaccine checks within Sonia, there may be several considerations to think about, such as length 

of time between a student’s COVID shots, which can vary depending on country and health advice. This document will 

briefly discuss how one might manage COVID vaccination checks in Sonia. 

Should you have any questions on the topics discussed in this document please contact the support team at 

help@soniasupport.com. Should you have ideas on additional methods, please share them in the Sonia community 

forums; we may then update this document to include your thoughts and help others within the Sonia community. 

1.1 Disclaimer 

The guidance provided in this document should be considered in light of your existing process. You can take parts 

from any of these methods or combine parts to fit in with your process. We make no guarantees that the methods 

provided in this guide are exhaustive or definitive. 

1.2 Supervisor COVID checks 

This document has been written with examples from managing student checks; however, these same principles can be 

used to manage supervisor COVID checks within Sonia, too. 
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2 How to configure COVID checks in Sonia 

Having to manage COVID vaccinations in Sonia has become a must for students wishing to attend their placements. 

Additional questions arise around how to manage COVID booster and possible annual vaccination records. This depends 

on how your initial COVID vaccination check(s) was created. The purpose of this guide is to discuss generally how 

COVID vaccinations might be managed in Sonia; however, instead of providing a distinct method, it will cover the 

various options available so you can build the best method to fit your current Sonia placement process. 

2.1 General configuration pointers 

The Descriptions for the check should provide explanations and instructions to the student. The examples provided in 

the screenshot below, are only for demonstration purposes and should only be used in your implementation if 

suitable. 
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The Permissions define how this check should act, and how these are configured depends on the chosen method for 

students to complete this check. 

 

There is also the option to assign Categories to this check if you are using them or wish to start categorising your 

check. 
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2.2 Single COVID vaccination check 

Using a single check to manage student COVID vaccinations focuses on whether the student is compliant or not, rather 

than how many jabs they’ve had or what vaccine they’ve opted for in each jab. If each jab and what vaccine the 

student has had is important, perhaps consider section 2.3 which discusses multiple checks. Using a single check 

would make future management easier since the student is either passing the check or not. This method would most 

likely align with how existing vaccination checks are managed, that is, whether the student is compliant or not. 

 

2.3 Multiple COVID vaccination checks 

Alternatively, multiple checks could be used to track which COVID jabs the student has received. This could track the 

first and second jabs and then the booster and most likely the annual shot the student will need. Obviously, this adds 

a level of complexity when it comes to managing compliance, but also brings granularity if that is required by 

placement partners (will sites accept students with their first jab, or only double vaccinated?). 

 

2.4 Using check type yes/no 

Using a yes/no check(s) operates as a question to the student, ‘are you COVID vaccinated or not?’. However, 

combining a yes/no check with a Review date and ticking validate on review adds an expiry to the check. 
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2.5 Using check type date 

Using a date check(s) will allow the student to attend placement so long as the check date value is in the future. This 

way, instead of using Review date to be an expiry, it can provide a period before the check expires for the student to 

be notified that they must obtain a COVID vaccination shot. 

 

Finally, there is the Placements setting Date checks validated against placement group end date which ensures 

the student will still be compliant at the end of their placement. This setting compares the student’s date checks 

with the placement group end date and will flag any students as not passing their checks if the date check value is 

not equal to or greater than the placement group end date. 

 

2.6 Recording which vaccine type 

There may be a need to record which vaccine the student has had, due to varying levels of effectiveness. Consider 

using the check reference field to record this instead of having different checks for each vaccine as this would 

become difficult to manage. If the reference field is being used for something else, then perhaps a student custom 

field can be utilised.  
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3 How COVID checks are completed in Sonia 

Different countries and health authorities may require differing amounts of time to lapse between second COVID jabs 

and receiving a booster shot. Moving forward, they may require differing periods between annual shots, if the 

vaccination becomes annual. Bearing in mind this varied period between shots and how the check has been configured 

considering section two above, this part will discuss the options in Sonia for the check to be completed. 

3.1 Students complete check via Sonia Online (or mobile app) 

Students can log into Sonia Online or via the Sonia for Students app and upload supporting documentation against the 

check for the placement officer to review and then approve. 

 

Once the placement officer has reviewed the supporting evidence, they can apply the correct data to the value of the 

check. This can either be a tick for yes, or the date the vaccine will expire and need to be re-taken. If review is 

being used, then a review date will need to be set (although this can be set automatically in the check 

configuration), and date completed can be used to set the date the vaccine was administered to the student. 

3.2 Students submit a form 

Students could self-select a COVID vaccination declaration form, or a workflow could assign them one when they are 

added to a placement group. The form could request information pertaining to their vaccination, including supporting 

documentation. Once the student submits the form, it would arrive to the placement officer where they can review 

and submit. The benefit with a form is that it can use the action button to automatically populate fields in Sonia 

which might be required aside from the check value. A good example might be the vaccine type custom field referred 

to in 2.6. 
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3.3 Bulk update student check 

If there is existing COVID check data, that can be used to work out when the student needs their next shot or booster. 

Using the bulk update wizard can accomplish this in a single attempt. This method is great for an initial bulk change 

but is perhaps not conducive to an on-going management of student COVID checks.  

• From the student module, export student code and the existing COVID check data; date completed and the 

check value. 

 

• Open the exported file, and using the date completed information along with Excel formulas work out when 

the student will need to have their next COVID jab in a new column of this file. Save the file as a CSV. (Note 

that the dates are in d/mm/yyyy format.) 

 

• Open the file in Sonia → Students → Search → Bulk update and use the student code as the lookup value, 

and the date worked out for the student’s next jab as either the value for the check or the review date 

depending on how that check has been configured. 

 


